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E. Of all the letters in the English language

•

Five thousand years ago the Sumerians of the
city-kingdom of Lagash, in the Euphrates valley,
used the " spread eagle " as the symbol of their
power, as did imperial Rome, and as the United
States does to-day. The coats-of-arms of the
former Russian and Austrian empires bore
double-headed eagles.
In the words of John Burroughs, the eminent
naturali&t, the eagle " draws great lines across
the sky ; h e sees the forests like a carpet beneath him ; he sees the hills and valleys as folds
and wrinkles in a many coloured tapestry ; he
sees the river as a silver belt connecting remote
horizons. We climb mountain peaks to get a
glimpse of the spectacle that is hourly spread
out beneath him. Dignity, elevation, repose,
are his."

E is the one most in use. ·And yet the Phrenicians and the Egyptians did not have it in their
alphabets. Its ancestor, however, was the
Egyptian fiJ, which was simply the sign of a
breathing. When later it was written ·
it
looked like our E turned down. The
Phrenicians called it He (pronounced hii),
meaning window.
The Phrenicians and Hebrews changed its
form still further, turning the stem up, like this
51, but they wrote from right to left. It was
the Greeks who turned it round and ·first used
l.t as a vowel. We pronounce it long, e, but in
other languages using the Roman alphabet it
is sounded ay.
EAGLE. Soaring high in the sky, or swooping
like a thunderbolt on the hapless prey it has
Birds of Prey with Large Nests
sighted from afar, the eagle well deserves its
There are 40 or 50 species of eagles in all
reputation as " the king of birds." Its extra- countries of the world. All of them are birds of
ordinary power of sight, the t errifying majesty prey, and are r elated to the vultures, hawks,
of its appearance, and the wild grandeur of the and falcons. They are supposed to attain great
scenery in which it loves to build its eyrie, have age. Their nests are structures of sticks, somemade it the universal emblem of might and . times 6 feet across and 6 feet high, containing
" courage from the most ancient times.
a cart-load or two of material.
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At the left is the Harpy Eagle of Mexico and South America, distinguished by its crest. The Aztecs called this bird the
"Flying Wolf," because it was so terribly fierce. In the middle is the Bald Eagle, or American Eagle, one of the noblest
of all birds. lt. belongs to the Sea-Eagle group. At the right we see the Golden Eagle, famous for its graceful beauty and
exquisite colouring.
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